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A sing-along slider board book that's bursting with energy!
Collins Big Cat Phonics for Letters and Sounds features exciting fiction and non-fiction decodable readers to enthuse and inspire children. They are fully aligned to Letters and Sounds Phases
1-6 and contain notes in the back. The Handbooks provide support in demonstration and modelling, monitoring comprehension and expanding vocabulary.Follow Old MacDonald as he works
around his farm. Look out for all of the friendly farm animals, and listen to the noises they make.Lilac/Band 0 books are wordless books that tell a story through pictures and are designed to
develop an understanding of how stories work. They support early practice of reading and exploration of familiar themes to further develop curiosity and inspiration for early readers. Images
from within each scene are pulled out along the bottom of the pages to focus and promote discussion. These books support Phase 1 of Letters and Sounds.Pages 14 and 15 contain an "I Spy"
feature, which uses visual support to help children explore the themes and sounds contained within the book.Reading notes within the book provide practical support for reading Big Cat
Phonics for Letters and Sounds with children, including a list of all the sounds and words that the book will cover.
This playful boxed set brings a creative touch to the popular nursery rhyme of Old MacDonald had a Farm, with four toy characters and a 3D fold out book! Read and sing the well-known
nursery rhyme as you act out fun scenes with the toy characters and 3D scenes.
Shares children's songs, including "I'm a little teapot," "Do your ears hang low?," and "Skip to my Lou."
Celebrated creator Gris Grimly, widely known for his gothic style illustrations, turns over a new creative leaf in his glorious interpretation of this beloved preschool anthem. Inspired by his son's
love for Old MacDonald and his own family's farming history, and with stunning, sweeping watercolor illustrations, and a surprise twist ending that kids will relish, Gris brings this beloved song
to glorious new life. Young children will love reading and singing along as they join our nimble footed Farmer on his morning jaunt across the farmyard and he greets each of his farm animals
and beckons them to join his parade. Little ones will delight when the parade culminates in an unexpected e twist ending as Farmer opens the big red barn doors...and GASP...there's a BEAR
hidden inside! With a moving artists' note from Gris explaining the history of this song, and his personal connection to it, this delightful retelling has all the makings of a classic.
A fun rhyming board book sure to delight children and adults alike! The well-known rhyme Old MacDonald Had a Farm gets a funny twist in this sweet board book. Charming illustrations show
Old MacDonald doing jobs on the farm. As children turn each page, cut-through windows reveal what the animals get up to without the farmer's knowledge!
Your little one will love this cute board book of Old MacDonald Had a Farm with a cute cow finger puppet attached!
Read along to the classic nursery rhyme "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" in this fun, padded board book. Moo, baa, and quack along with this adorably illustrated classic nursery rhyme about all
the animals on Old MacDonald’s farm. This padded board book is perfect to take with you for story time fun!
''Old MacDonald had a farm and Othe Animal Nursery Rhymes features popular nursery rhyme classics that children will love, including Baa, Baa, Black Sheep, Hickory, Dickory, Dock, Mary
Had a Little Lamb and many more!''--Back cover.
Part of the Bear Hugs series, this text has a bright and bold design to appeal to young children and includes notes for parents giving friendly advice about shared reading.
Old MacDonald had a farm . . . in Canada! In this delightful Canadian twist on the familiar farm tune, the moose goes grunt grunt here, the beluga goes click click there, and everywhere's
there's lots of Canadian pride. This chunky layered board book cleverly reveals each Canadian animal and, when closed, forms an adorable pickup truck! Friendly Canadian animals and
scenery fill the pages of this irresistible book for kids.
Clap and sing along to everyone's favorite nursery rhyme Old MacDonald Had a Farm!
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm featuring die-cut pages.
The inhabitants of Old MacDonald's farm are described, verse by verse.
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm.
An illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old Macdonald's farm. Some pages are die-cut, to enable the images to be moved.
Here's a fresh new Little Golden Book edition of the classic children's singalong song, brought to life by a popular illustrator!
The inhabitants of Old MacDonald's farm are described, verse by verse
Presents an illustrated version of the traditional song describing the inhabitants of Old MacDonald's farm.
Presents an illustrated version of the traditional song.
Old MacDonald had a farm, e-i-e-i-o. Old MacDonald is working on the farm. But he'd better watch out... the cheeky Australian animals are up to mischief!
Presents a photographed version of the traditional song, as teddy bear Old MacDonald goes about his daily chores on the farm. On board pages.
Read the story. Then sing the story! It isn’t a secret that using songs to teach children pre-reading skills is fun and successful. This classic song is featured as a read-along and a sing-along.
Explore Old MacDonald’s farm as the dogs "ruff," the pigs "oink," the horses "neigh" and more! All of your favorite farm friends come to life as Old MacDonald takes care of his animals. Bright
illustrations coupled with repetitive text make this classic song and story fun to read or sing. The fun Sing A Story series includes: Five Little Monkeys Jumping On The Bed, Old MacDonald
Had A Farm, Ten In The Bed, B-I-N-G-O, Down By The Bay, Humpty Dumpty & Other Nursery Rhymes, Six Little Ducks, Five Little Skunks, ABC Nursery Rhymes, The Wheels On The Bus,
This Old Man, How Many Ducks?, Old MacDonald’s Letter Farm, The ABCs, Singing The Consonant Sounds, The Farmer In The Dell, and It’s Silly Time!
Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s indestructible! Old MacDonald had a farm, ee-i-ee-i-oh. And on that farm he had a cow,* ee-i-ee-i-oh. *or a horse, pig, goat, chinchilla, or condor!
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Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones into story time. Beloved by babies and their parents, Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with their hands and
mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures and few or no words
encourage dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
A beautifully illustrated edition of this classic children's song. Children's rhymes have been used for centuries to introduce children to literacy and numeracy and to teach simple lessons and routines. Children
will love singing this song and making all the lovely animal noises.
Take a trip to Old MacDonald’s Farm and meet all the noisy animals in this fantastic new title, complete with sounds that play each part of the song for readers to sing along with. Reading has never been so
much fun!
Who lives on Old MacDonald's farm? Little children can enjoy the familiar rhyme, while having fun spotting all the animals in Ben Mantle's delightful illustrations. A series of board books featuring traditional
tales and rhymes. Just the right size for little hands to hold. Familiar refrains and repeated phrases encourage everyone listening to join in.
How many farmyard noises can you think of? Read and sing along as Old MacDonald visits all the animals on his farm. This ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
Join Pete, from New York Times bestselling author James Dean's Pete the Cat picture-book series, as he visits a farm in this groovy version of the classic children's song "Old MacDonald Had a Farm."
Children will love singing along—e-i-e-i-o!—with Pete the Cat.
Join The Wiggles as they sing-along to these classic nursery rhymes, Old MacDonald had a Farm and The Wheels on the Bus! Press the sound module to hear The Wiggles sing and follow the lyrics on the
page.
Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm he had a...TRUCK?! With a DIG, DIG here and a SCOOP, SCOOP there, this board book edition of the wildly popular picture book introduces favorite
machines—like the excavator, dump truck, bulldozer, and more—and will have the vehicle-obsessed of all ages reading and singing along.
Old MacDonald, his farmhouse, stabes, dogs, cats and farm animals - all die-cut so that they can be easily pressed out and assembled to make a well-stocked farm. This new edition includes a story by Prue
Theobalds and a score of traditional music

A warm reimagining of the beloved folk song with a surprising new twist! Take children on a musical journey through Old MacDonald's farm to learn the sounds of farm animals and find out what surprises might be in store for Old MacDonald himself! Jane Cabrera accompanies this sing-along classic with high-spirited illustrations and a refreshing text
that will have young readers and parents eagerly turning the pages. Jane Cabrera's picture books have received worldwide attention and two Oppenheim Toy Portfolio awards.
Her colorful twists on traditional nursery rhymes are a delight to both teachers and parents hoping to engage toddlers in the act of reading.
Children are invited to tag along and sing a song with Old MacDonald as they meet all the many wonderful animals on his famous farm.
"Learn the animals that call Oregon home in this fun rendition of the favorite children's song!" -- back cover.
New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings us a groovy rendition of the classic favorite children’s song “Old MacDonald Had a Farm,” sung by cool cat
Pete and perfect for sing-along time with young readers. This board book of Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm features sturdy pages and is just the right size for small
hands. The book is filled with vibrant, engaging illustrations for even the youngest of Pete fans. “Old MacDonald had a farm e-i-e-i-o!”
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